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EBE TECHNOLOGIES JOINS ZONAR’s ALLIANCE PARTNER PROGRAM TO PROVIDE A
COMBINED SOLUTION WHICH STREAMLINES FLEET MANAGEMENT AND IMPROVES
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES

Integration will provide superior fleet mobility solutions and automated workflows
to fleets and drivers
East Moline, IL – EBE Technologies, the leader in transportation-specific workflow and business process
applications, today announced that it is joining Zonar’s Alliance Partner program. Through this
partnership, EBE’s SHIPS Enterprise Process Management Solutions will be readily available to Zonar
customers.
“Zonar Systems is well-known in the transportation industry as offering top-of-the-line fleet optimization
and compliance hardware and software solutions,” said Larry Kerr, president of EBE. “Through this
partnership, Zonar clients have the option to use EBE’s fleet mobility solution to further impact their
bottom line. We are very excited about the future possibilities this partnership will bring.”
EBE’s fleet mobility solution, Connect Mobile Capture (CMC), serves as a driver’s mobile command
center while allowing drivers to leverage best-in-class image optimization technology, receive alerts to

missing or late paperwork, settlements, and capture and validate paperwork in near real-time through
their mobile devices. CMC also expedites the invoicing and settlement process – reducing the billing
cycle and helping fleets improve driver recruiting and retention through the convenience of mobility, with
more accurate and timely settlements. Additionally, the solution allows for multiple batch types, including
trip documents, accident photos, safety and compliance documents, and vehicle inspections, to optimize
the routing and management of documents and photos of specific types.
“With proven experience providing workflow solutions to streamline the daily activities of fleets and
drivers, we welcome EBE Technologies into Zonar’s Alliance Partner Program,” said Gary Schmidt, Vice
President of Business Solutions at Zonar. “We anticipate our joint and integrated solutions to lead fleets
into the future with improved operations for competitive advantages.”

About EBE Technologies, Inc.

EBE is the leading provider of Transportation Specific Content and Process Management Applications.
Serving over 600 clients, EBE has made a positive impact throughout organizations in the areas of billing,
settlements and accounts payable; recruiting, onboarding, safety, risk and training; carrier management,
fleet maintenance and mobile and data capture. Our next generation of workflow solutions allow our
clients to work by exception to maximize productivity, control costs, and increase profits across the
Enterprise through the use of Automated Decision Support. Our integrated approach positions our clients
to maximize their legacy system investments while extending the value of EBE’s solution portfolio. For
additional information, visit www.ebeships.com or call 1-800-447-0612.
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